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OSCAR TRASH-RECYCLE RECEPTACLE ENCLOSURE

OSCAR

General Specifications
Cabinet: Side panels are 7/8” particle board construction with .050” high pressure 
laminate on both sides with 3mm PVC banding on exposed edges. Back panel is 
11/16” particle board construction with .050” high-pressure laminate on both sides. 
Side and back panels have embedded ¼-20 threaded metal inserts to accept 
machine threaded connecting hardware for metal-to-metal fastener contact with 
support frame. A 1” x 1” 18-gauge steel U-frame is fastened near the bottom of the 
cabinet assembly with ¼-20 35mm bolts. Sub-top is ¾” particle board construction 
with 3mm PVC banding on exposed edge. 14” diameter opening is located in center 
of the sub-top. Side panels and sub-top are assembled with dowel and glue joinery. 

Casters: Two (2) black 75mm twin nylon locking swivel casters are mounted to the 
bottom of each end panel with caster U-brackets.

Door: Door panel is 11/16” particle board construction with.050” high pressure 
laminate on both faces and 3mm PVC banding on all edges and a recessed door 
pull. Door is hung on concealed hinges.

Top Surface and Trayshelf:
Top surface and Trayshelf are 7/8” particle board construction with .050” high 
pressure laminate top and .030” phenolic backer. 12” diameter opening is centered in 
the top surface and fitted with a 12” stainless steel liner ring.

Suggested Receptacles:
The Oscar Trash Receptacle enclosure is designed to accept:
- RUBBERMAID BRUTE 32 GALLON with DOLLY or equivalent.
- RUBBERMAID BRUTE 44 GALLON (no DOLLY) or equivalent.

• Durable and attractive laminate enclosure for trash and 
recycle receptacles.

• Mobile cabinet with locking door.

• 36” and 48” heights.

• High pressure laminate (-L-) or solid surface (-SS-) top.

• 48” tall unit features trayshelf. 

Cabinet: Choose from our selection of high pressure laminates and 
PVC edgebands. 
 
Top Surface: Choose from our selection of high pressure laminates 
and PVC edgebands or solid surface. 

See mediatechnologies’ finish selections at
https://www.mediatechnologies.com/resources/finishes

PLEASE NOTE: Trash receptacle is not included.

To Order, Choose Finish Selections & Options

OSCAR STANDARD SIZES

MODEL TRAY 
SHELF

DEPTH” WIDTH” HEIGHT”

RCP-303036-L-4C NO 30 30 36
RCPS-303048-L-4C YES 30 30 48
RCP-303036-SS-4C NO 30 30 36
RCPS-303048-SS-4C YES 30 30 48

RCPS-303048-L-4C
Laminate top with Trayshelf

RCP-303036-SS-4C
Solid Surface top shown w/
Trash Receptacle inside

RCP-303036-SS-4C
Solid Surface top
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